Note the strong inclination of the patient to fix his attention on the left eye when it is “bulls-eyed” with the left finger.
M anchurian Candidates: 
Forensic H ypnosis in the Cold W ar

ALISON WINTER

In the winter of 1960–1961, Los Angeles newspapers were filled with the story of a young man who had committed a series of murders—acts that were apparently set in motion each time he saw a particular series of images. This was not Richard Condon’s famous character Raym ond Shaw, whose fictional story was very much in the press. The protagonist was Henry Adolph Busch, a real LA serial killer. However, his defense—that his actions had been carried out in a trance created by the images he had seen—echoed plot elements of both The M anchurian Candidate and Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho. He claimed that the shower scene in Psycho had triggered each of his several killings.1

Altered mental states continued to figure in the story after Busch was arrested, when his lawyer hired a prominent expert in “forensic hypnosis.” This technique trawled a witness’s mind for hitherto inaccessible records of the past in order to secure information either about a witness’s behavior or state of mind. From the late 1950s to the mid-1970s, forensic hypnosis grew from a little-known oddity into a fashionable extension of police work. At its peak, many police, lawyers, psychotherapists, witnesses, and defendants came to see hypnosis as a golden key to the past.

This essay reconstructs the history of forensic hypnosis, arguing that it has surprising implications for the history of mind, memory, and behavior as scientific objects during the Cold War. The 1950s and 1960s saw intense anxieties about practices with immense power over human perception, motivation, memory, and behavior. Psychology occupied a central place in Cold War anxieties about scientific techniques that could be used for political purposes, and hypnosis was often center stage in the fears people expressed. Hypnosis turned up in descriptions of Communist projects to take over American minds, in accounts of American marketing “persuaders” working their subtle influence in public spaces, and in government-sponsored projects such as the Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA) MK-ULTRA program. But along with worries about the dangers of mind-altering practices came
reassuring projects affirming the integrity and stability of mind, self, and memory.

Forensic hypnosis was the premier practice of this kind; it stressed the importance of the unitary, self-contained, self-conscious individual—the fundamental unit of a democratic state. The forensic hypnotists thought their skills could help promote and secure this virtuous figure. The history of forensic hypnosis therefore offers something of a corrective to accounts of the history of mind control research, which has generally been assumed to be oriented unambiguously toward the undermining of self-control, memory, and personality.

When Allen Dulles publicly declared shortly after secretly authorizing MK-ULTRA that the brain of an individual under Communist influence became “a phonograph playing a disc put on its spindle by an outside genius over which it has no control,” he meant to suggest that people in this state lost not only their self-control but also their self. But his choice of metaphor—the mechanical recording device—was also central to an account of the resiliency of individual minds: recording implies a stability to knowledge of selves and their pasts. The phonograph produces one of the most stable and permanent of records: a solid physical object that, once created, can be replicated ad infinitum and cannot be transformed into something new (although with sufficient force an individual record can be damaged or destroyed). Forensic hypnotists offered amnesic witnesses the reassurance that their memories were similarly resilient. Buried in the mind, these recordings remained fully intact, waiting only for the right button to be pressed (or the needle to be lowered in the right place).

The Hypnotic State

The perceived threat to free will and individualism posed by Communism called into question how citizens could be both masters of their own selves and socially connected to one another. Cold War anxieties of all kinds often focused on the integrity of the mind—worries were expressed about kindergarteners being brainwashed during rest time, about mental “zombies” walking the streets after having been hypnotized by a chance experience, and about films sending out subliminal cues to propel viewers to the sales counter.

Military psychologists focused on this tangle of self, influence, and memory. Soviet psychologists, they claimed, had proposed that free will and personal identity were not essential and ineradicable but could be remade in an individual by experts. American psychologists therefore needed to learn how the self could be broken down, shored up, or reconstructed entirely. Could one construct a new
personality by destroying the existing memory and substituting a new “rewritten” past? Could prophylactics be deployed to insulate the memory and personality from stresses? Could memories be compartmentalized so that in a different state of mind one became a different individual? The term brainwashing evoked in this period the possibility of exerting a powerful, even transformative influence on a person’s memory, will, and personality.

But the practices most closely associated with brainwashing—hypnosis and psychotropic drugs—were more commonly used by psychiatrists who saw themselves as allies of the people they treated, as helping their patients achieve their own goals of self-understanding. The apparent conflict between mind control and memory enhancement was not so much a clash between clearly articulated and incompatible beliefs about how the mind worked but different positions along a continuum in which psychologically potent practices could be represented as remaking or destroying an individual’s mind or strengthening an individual by removing obstacles to self-knowledge. Some practitioners (e.g., William Joseph Bryan) moved easily across this continuum, repeatedly adjusting their claims about the nature of perception, attention, and memory to the exigencies of the moment.

The broad ambitions of forensic hypnosis were by no means new. Since the late nineteenth century, enthusiasts had claimed that hypnosis could reveal information relevant to legal disputes, and some writers claimed that memories that came back during hypnosis had a film like quality to them. But early discussions of hypnosis tended to place greater emphasis on whether crimes could be carried out using hypnosis, a question that many medical researchers answered in the affirmative. Only in the mid-twentieth century did the information-gathering potential of hypnosis become a central topic of discussion.

Discussions of altered states of mind and social influence often invoked hypnosis, psychotropic drugs, and persuasion in the same breath, in the context of subtle but powerful influences on mind and behavior. However, certain features distinguished one from the other. Hypnosis was broadly thought to be effective only on subjects who did not resist its influence—who were willing, even active participants, or, if not active, at least not opposed. Psychotropic drugs bypassed the subject’s volition and attention, directly acting on the brain to produce a cognitive state receptive to suggestion and allowing access to the unconscious in a manner similar to deep hypnosis but without the need for consent. The broadest and most capacious category was that of “persuasion,” made famous during this time by Vance Packard’s Hidden Persuaders but also by a variety of psychologists who explored the ways in which
subliminal cues and other subtle communication could powerfully affect the expectations and attention of consumers, voters, experimental subjects, and other parties. Hypnosis was commonly represented as a psychological state in which persuasion operated particularly powerfully. Hypnosis was treated by some as a laboratory in which to study the nature of influence and persuasion and by others as a tool (or threat) with great power to influence the minds of ordinary people.

After World War II, psychotropic practices enjoyed a new legitimacy. Scientific ventures of all kinds were basking in the prestige conferred on science by the Manhattan Project, and psychiatry itself was greatly boosted by a flood of new practitioners introduced to psychiatric practice during the war. These new practitioners had treated military psychiatric casualties with hypnosis and psychotropic drugs and saw such techniques as staples of their practice. In 1958, the American Medical Association (AMA) formally approved hypnosis for medical treatment, and new professional associations were soon founded to focus on it.

The legal system became one arena where hypnosis promised to extend psychiatrists’ reach. Psychiatrists were sometimes asked to use hypnosis in legal cases when a witness’s or defendant’s mental state was at issue or when a patient became involved in a case. Psychiatrist John D. MacDonald pioneered such interventions. Fresh out of medical school at the beginning of the Second World War, MacDonald was looking for psychiatric training in London when he found himself working under psychiatrist William Sargant in the Sutton Emergency Hospital, where Sargant routinely used sodium pentothal on amnesiac and aphasic soldiers (only a few years later Sargant would become a brainwashing expert and an influential author on the subject). After the war MacDonald moved to Colorado, where he supplemented his medical practice by moonlighting as a forensic consultant for the local police and prosecutors. In most cases he evaluated people claiming insanity. In a few, however, he used sodium pentothal and hypnosis for the purpose of getting additional information about a crime under investigation. Yet MacDonald made a point of warning that truth drugs could not coerce information from unwilling subjects.

By this point hypnosis had attained considerable credibility in medical and psychiatric contexts, and, in a shakier kind of way, in the evaluation of witnesses for competency (most often when a defendant claimed to be incompetent to stand trial). But using hypnosis to produce witness testimony was another matter. The support for hypnosis conferred by the AMA and the American Psychological Association in the late 1950s was intended to legitimize medical treatments, not legal excavations.
Thus, if mainstream psychiatrists sometimes found themselves talking to lawyers or the police and using hypnosis in the course of this work, not many of them made this activity central to their careers. Nevertheless, a few intrepid—some would say opportunistic—practitioners did seek out lawyers and police officers and try to create a market for hypnosis beyond medical treatment. They hung out their shingles, inviting attorneys to bring defendants and witnesses into their consulting rooms to “refresh” their memories, and offering other hypnosis-related services. This was the beginning of a nascent movement to establish forensic hypnosis alongside other judicial instruments; it would gather enormous momentum over the next two decades.

One of the most prominent of the campaigning forensic hypnotists was William Joseph Bryan. Great-grandson of the orator William Jennings Bryan, the younger Bryan began his career in World War II as a military psychiatrist. After the war he is thought to have been involved in early research on memory and confession by the Office of Strategic Services before moving on to MK-ULTRA, the CIA’s mind control research program. Allegedly in MK-ULTRA he developed techniques of what he called “hypno-conditioning.” Bryan also traveled the national lecture circuit proclaiming the potential of the technique. And in Los Angeles in 1958 he founded an organization to represent his campaign: the American Institute of Hypnosis (AIH). 8

**Manchurian Candidates**

Bryan also got his message out by undertaking influential consulting work on Hollywood film and TV projects. These involved specific and highly potent practices that could apparently alter memories or personalities. In *Tales of Terror* (1962), for instance, a Vincent Price film set in the nineteenth century, Bryan taught the actors eye-contact techniques that he claimed were true to the practices of Victorian mesmerists such as John Elliotson and James Braid. 9

Bryan’s projects included, by his own account (which has not been confirmed), *The Manchurian Candidate* (1962), a film that focuses on many of the psychological themes central to Bryan’s career. 10 The association—whether actual, exaggerated, or fictitious—was an appropriate one. Bryan often acted as a bridge between fact and fiction in a real world that was, he thought, full of Manchurian candidates. In 1962, for example, his institute’s journal warned that Soviet scientists had developed a process of “rapid thought control” that they had implemented in the case of British spy George Blake. Bryan thought Blake had come under Soviet control while a prisoner of war in Korea. He came home “with the subconscious suggestion firmly planted in his mind that he would deliver the information which he gained about
his work over to Russian agents, which he dutifully did for a number of years.” According to Bryan’s account, the Soviet technique of “powerization” (named after U2 pilot Gary Powers) was a kind of superhypnosis. One could not make a hypnotized person do something that was against their moral code, he contended. But powerization could change the code itself and then leave a “post-hypnotic suggestion in the deeper portions of the subconscious mind,” where it lay dormant until activated by some signal.12

Whatever their precise nature, Bryan claimed that exceptionally dangerous psychological techniques were brewing in Communist countries—techniques “far more dangerous than the atomic bomb,” because “when you control the mind of the man who pushes the button, then you control all the bombs.” The United States therefore needed a “crash program for thought control” on a scale that would make the Manhattan Project look like “peanuts.”13

Murder by Film
Bryan’s career brought together fictions and facts of mind control in a series of projects that were often creepy, sometimes campy, and occasionally unbelievable. In 1960, for example, he was hired as a consultant in the Busch murder case. After viewing Psycho on September 4, 1960, Busch had been driven to commit his first murder. After seeing the film again (and, in another incident, merely being reminded of the shower scene in a conversation), he killed two more women. The prominent defense lawyer Al Matthews took on his case partly as a chance to try out a promising but controversial defense using Bryan’s technique.14

The idea that motion pictures could exercise immense power, even a specifically hypnotic one, was already familiar. When the medium was new, as Stefan Andriopoulos has shown, the hypnotic influence of film was widely believed to be capable of making individuals commit crimes.15 But the idea that moving images could exert a hypnotic influence became in some ways more insistent in the immediate postwar years, as the prominence and intellectual authority of hypnotic therapeutics increased. Writings both on persuasion and on hypnosis argued that film and television could have a suggestive or even consciousness-altering influence on viewers, and altered states of mind, including hypnosis, were popular plot elements in feature films, giving this idea a reflexive dimension.16 In Britain, Parliament acted to regulate the public display of hypnosis in an act that would inspire constraints on the televising of hypnosis that are still in place today.17

Busch was not eligible for a traditional insanity defense because he knew right
from wrong. Matthews wished therefore to apply the controversial doctrine of “irresistible impulse,” defining intent not by the defendant’s knowledge but by his degree of self-control. Matthews maintained that Busch had no “criminal intent because he was still under the influence of the movie horror story.” Matthews hired Bryan to use hypnosis to reconstruct a detailed memory narrative that could support this claim. Under hypnosis, Busch indicated that his initial murder was carried out after the first viewing of Psycho in what Bryan called an “accidental trance state”—a state, Bryan argued in court, similar to that suffered by the tragic main character of The Manchurian Candidate.

The jury did not buy the argument, and Busch was convicted. Nevertheless, the murders became linked to Psycho’s reputation as a film with an extraordinary power over its audience. As late as 1969, Hitchcock himself mentioned the case, complaining that he “wanted to ask [Busch] what movie he had seen before he killed the second woman.”

Soon after the verdict on Busch, Bryan would play a more persuasive role in another case. A young, then-unknown lawyer named F. Lee Bailey, fresh out of law school, had attended one of Bryan’s courses shortly before accepting the brief of Albert DeSalvo, prime suspect in the Boston Strangler serial killings. The case reminded Bailey of Busch: a series of obsessive killings with a sexual theme. The question was not how to amass enough evidence to make a case for his guilt but rather to decide whether his confession (freely given) could be trusted. Bailey hired Bryan to do a hypnosis evaluation.

Bryan soon developed a theory of the crime: DeSalvo was driven by a displaced wish to kill his daughter, Judy, who had a disability that required painful massage treatments. Bryan speculated that DeSalvo felt he had to “hurt” women in order to “help” them, in keeping with his agonized treatment of his child. Bryan’s questions drove suggestively toward this conclusion. “Each time you strangled, it was because you were killing Judy, wasn’t it?” he demanded. “You were killing Judy.” In the presence of several witnesses, DeSalvo—closely questioned and guided by Bryan—described entering a victim’s apartment, repeated what she had said to him (in an imitation of her voice), and then described the murder. The detectives who heard the interview tapes were convinced. But neither Bryan’s evaluation nor DeSalvo were put to the test in court. DeSalvo was sentenced to life in prison, though he died some six years later by a stabbing.

Forensic hypnosis did make it into court in another case from around this time. In 1962, Arthur Nebb of Columbus, Ohio, walked past several witnesses into his
estranged wife’s house with a loaded gun and emptied it into her and her lover. The lover died, the wife was severely injured, and Nebb was charged with first-degree murder. But he claimed amnesia. His attorney asked to try forensic hypnosis—and to do so on the stand itself. The judge was intrigued. He sent away the jury and allowed the experiment to proceed. The entranced Nebb—who had been hypnotized on several prior occasions—now produced a complete narrative. He had brought his gun but had not intended to use it. When he saw his wife with her lover, he had gone into a trance. The gun had gone off unintentionally, and he continued shooting involuntarily until he had emptied it.

This performance of testimony was complex. Nebb’s attorney claimed that hypnosis not only refreshed Nebb’s memory but also validated his testimony about it, because under hypnosis one had no self-control. The validity of the hypnotic trance in the courtroom therefore gave legitimacy to the power of that other trance, the one Nebb, his will vitiated in his current trance state, described as having vitiated his will during the shooting itself. It worked. After seeing the hypnosis session, the prosecutor decided to settle for second-degree manslaughter and a two-year prison term.

The early 1960s therefore saw a series of high-profile cases that repeatedly tested the question of the status of statements made using consciousness-altering techniques such as sodium pentothal and hypnosis. They also tested the would-be expert witnesses who administered those techniques. Although none was an unqualified success, these cases facilitated and then relied upon changes in the law that opened the door, just a crack, to the use of forensic trance techniques.

The Culture of Forensic Hypnosis

All forensic hypnotists agreed that hypnosis tapped into memories and that these memories were permanent and stable records in the brain. But how did the technique work? Bryan subscribed to a kind of Enlightenment mechanics of attention. He claimed that thinking could be defined in terms of “thought units” that were disorganized during ordinary states of consciousness but could be focused by using hypnosis as an organizing “lens.” He used a machine to help this organization: the “Brainwave Synchronizer.” Bryan described this device as “a photo-electric instrument that tunes to the natural frequency of the brain.” In fact, it was a relatively simple machine that produced blinking lights at adjustable speeds. The device had been invented by a couple of radio and psychology enthusiasts, Sidney A. Schneider and William Kroger. Schneider had worked during the Second World War to ensure that American ships were properly equipped with radar. He observed that radar operators
sometimes seemed to enter a trance while they were working and concluded that the pulses of light from the radar apparatus were somehow “synchronizing” with their brain waves. William Kroger, a psychiatrist with an interest in hypnosis, became intrigued by this same phenomenon. Together they concluded that the pulse of the radar was creating the trance state. Schneider and Kroger then developed an instrument to recreate this phenomenon in a controlled setting. Their Brainwave Synchronizer was an intense xenon strobe light controlled by a rotating dial that could be adjusted to match the frequencies of four standard brain wave rhythms. The machine seemed to produce a hypnotic trance more powerfully and quickly than many other hypnotic methods, they announced in 1959. Schneider further claimed that particular patterns of electrical activity were tied to particular states of attention and consciousness. So one could alter states of consciousness by forcing the brain’s electrical activity to change in sync with the light pulses of a machine calibrated to a particular state of mind. For Bryan, the Brainwave Synchronizer showed how hypnosis focused thought units, or, as he sometimes called them, molecules.

This was not the only way of understanding the relationship between hypnosis and brain waves. The leading torts lawyer Melvin Belli, in a recommendation of hypnosis, assured legal readers that it left the “patterns of the brain waves unchanged and undisturbed.” His reassurance related to the idea, widely credited in these years, that a particular pattern of “brain waves” was a defining feature of personal identity. The 1953 Hollywood film Donovan’s Brain provides a sensational version of the notion: after a man’s brain is removed following death, an electroencephalography exam shows that it continues to emit brainwaves. The brain subsequently takes control of the researcher through telepathy and attempts various crimes.

Bryan and his associates saw hypnosis not as a discrete technique but as a set of ways of understanding and managing the relationship between an individual and the surrounding environment. They saw the social world as already suffused with subtle mental influences and altered states of mind. Judging from letters to the editor, most readers of the AIH’s journal and related publications were not military mind-research workers involved in projects like MK-ULTRA, but the forum allowed
them to feel as if they were and to bond with each other in a mutually reinforcing imagined community. They discussed the many news stories, films, and scientific researches that portrayed the human mind as adrift among many currents of incoming influence. They cited British children who suffered seizures while watching television—a response attributed to the hypnotic effect of the television medium—and children whose teachers needed to be screened for Communist sympathies. Bryan made further use of the idea that a film could pose a danger to people with certain psychological weaknesses when he was hired by Francis Ford Coppola to help promote Coppola’s film Dementia 13 (1963), which combined themes of madness and altered states of mind with a murder whodunit. In a marketing trick dressed up as mental hygiene, people arriving at the cinema to view Dementia 13 were required to take a test, designed by Bryan, that purported to “determine the emotional stability of the potential ticket-buyer.” Those who failed the test would be asked to leave.

As these claims about the relationship between brain waves, personal identity, and memory indicate, forensic practitioners did not subscribe to a single account of the relationship between hypnosis and memory. But some commonalities did exist across the various accounts. For example, some likened memories to “tape recordings”: hypnosis allowed the tape to be replayed. Bryan himself baldly stated,

we actually have a complete memory system of our own already built in before learning, and the truth of the matter is that we actually remember every single sight, sound, feeling, taste, and smell which we have previously perceived through one of our sense organs. Every bit of this is stored in the subconscious storehouse of the mind, and in order to remember it consciously we simply have to find the correct shelf in this warehouse of the subconscious, dust off the particular can of movie film, and re-run it in front of our eyes.

Bryan was here invoking a familiar set of reciprocal references between motion pictures and autobiographical memory, one that dated to the early days of cinema but became widespread and popular in the 1950s. The forensic psychologists and psychiatrists under consideration here were even more likely to draw on a different recording device, the reel-to-reel tape recorder. Tape recorders were a new and exciting tool within police work, beginning in the
early 1950s, and they were moving just as rapidly into psychiatric work. One forensic psychologist, Harry Arons, told his readers, “scientific research has demonstrated that the mind—or the brain—seems to have the capacity for retaining all impressions which enter it, like a giant tape recorder.” He also cited work in the neurosciences on the permanent storage of memory in brain cells. Such research, Arons declared, showed that “minute structural changes in brain cells” create permanent memory records.

Audio recordings carried additional and complex associations for people like Arons. Tape recordings were invoked in a manner that is broadly similar to a well-established popular convention of likening memory to motion pictures. But within this community, the associations of memory and hypnosis with audio recordings are multiple and complex. Tape recordings and LPs were used to induce hypnotic states in hypnosis sessions—a technique that originated in the early 1950s after George Estabrooks wrote about the power of reel-to-reel tape for this purpose; it soon became widespread.

But if mental content was stored in the mind like a recording on tape and if tape recordings could both alter thinking processes (as in the case of induction) and also be changed themselves, then it was reasonable to suspect that the mental “recordings” in our minds could be changed—could be recorded over, edited, or wiped entirely. In 1963, one Mrs. Richmond Jackson raised an alarm about the records being played in American kindergartens. She cited Bertrand Russell’s The Impact of Science on Society as an authority to claim that verses set to music and played repeatedly could have powerful psychological effects. Russell had argued more broadly that future “advances in physiology and psychology will give governments much more control over individual mentality than they have now even in totalitarian countries.” The future had already arrived, Jackson believed, in the form of widely used 45s and 78s. She had learned from Bryan that records being played in kindergartens—including titles distributed by the Children’s Guild music company (among them The Sleepy Family and Tom’s Hiccups)—seemed designed to produce hypnotic and conditioning effects. A wide variety of folksongs and stories put to music were being altered to make them more hypnotically powerful, Bryan wrote, by changing the tempo to match a human’s “normal pulse beat.” The idea that music with a strong (“primitive”) beat could have a damaging effect on the mind was not
new in the 1960s. The idea had featured in worries about rock and roll in the 1950s. But now specific psychological claims were attached to the concerns, and, most important, so too was the idea that these new musical arrangements were deliberately designed to refashion children’s minds.

Jackson warned readers to visit the audiovisual aids department of their local schools and play the recordings they stocked, listening for hypnotic elements such as “the ticking of a clock, a metronome, wind sounds, the sound of running water, [or] the beat of native drums accompanied by the swishing of Cuban maracas.” These warnings were published in 1963 and were part of an intensifying conversation about music, then informal and largely unpublished, that would soon erupt into accusations that rock music was part of a “Communist master plan.”

Forensics and brainwashing were two major interests of Bryan’s, but he saw hypnosis as having even broader potential for psychiatry. For instance, he proposed updating the familiar diagnostic category of “traumatic neurosis” to embrace these themes. His sober candidate to replace the term was “walking zombie syndrome”—“zombie” because such people were emotionally dead, even though physically healthy. They could come back to “life” only by revisiting the past—hypnotically—and reexperiencing it in a more healthy way. This was purportedly an extreme example of a far-more-widespread, even universal, problem that called for a new understanding of mind itself. Throughout our life, we all, Bryan claimed, “go along” in a semitrance, continually moving back and forth between “waking” and “hypnotized” states whose outward manifestations are so subtle that no layperson can tell them apart. Bryan’s terminology did not catch on. But the underlying idea was widely held: much of mental life and interpersonal influence took place without our conscious awareness and therefore without our self-scrutiny or ability to intervene. Taking this idea to its extreme—as Bryan did—led one to see everyone as a potential Manchurian candidate.

One reason why such ambiguity was opportune has to do with the relation of forensic hypnosis to the institutions of eyewitness evidence itself. Throughout this period the most common use of forensic hypnosis remained the extraction of memories associated with an investigation or legal case. During the 1960s, police increasingly asked hypnotists for help, usually to refresh the memories of traumatized witnesses. But the power of these techniques was not limited to the actual recovery of memories; it also extended to their presentation. The review of memories under hypnosis made witnesses more confident about them. Hypnotists could even give wobbly witnesses posthypnotic suggestions to help them keep from changing their
stories. One such witness was an inconsistent wreck before hypnosis, but then “did extremely well during the new preliminary hearing.” She remained “relaxed and calm, remembered everything and was able to answer all the questions coolly and correctly. She was not rattled under cross examination and recross and was commended by the judge for doing an excellent job of ‘taking hold’ of herself and testifying with composure.” The witness was supposedly the one in control. Hypnosis gave her a degree of self-command that helped her survive the cross-examination. But this implies that hypnosis was not only revealing buried memories but altering witnesses’ confidence about them in a way that practically invited skepticism. It was easy to argue that what was going on was as much persuasion from without—potentially changing the mental record itself—as an epistemologically neutral increase in confidence from within.

When hypnosis was used on the defendant rather than on a witness, things were slightly different. The goal was usually to document intent. Hypnotists observed that lawyers had few tools for analyzing and confirming intent, despite its central importance in any case. Bryan wrote in 1961 that in most cases no attempt was made to explore the criminal’s “true intent.” He gave the example of a hypothetical suspect, “Charles Downs,” who is stopped for speeding. The police officer asks him, “Where’s the fire?” In response,

Mr. Downs calmly produces a pistol and blows the police officer’s brains out. The man was to all appearances sane, and he himself could give no explanation for what he had done. The truth emerged only under hypnosis:

In his childhood, we find that a burglar set fire to his home, shot and killed his father, and was going to kill his mother, when Mr. Downs, a small boy of six, shot the burglar in the blue suit.

When the policeman, wearing his suit, referred to a fire, Downs became temporarily insane and shot him. This scenario may seem more than a little implausible, but it was respectfully received. The interest that law schools, district attorneys, judges, and defense lawyers showed in such techniques indicated to Bryan that changes would soon come, not only in how cases were investigated but also in the kinds of charges that were available to prosecutors.

The key claim of the hypnotists, whether applied to witnesses or defendants, was that this practice could bring the past back to life. The claim was ambitious. Hypnotists were initially far more sanguine than courtroom lawyers and judges about the representational character of memory itself. But under the radar of official
record keeping, police and litigators were increasingly relying on the practice and hence on this broad claim. Hypnosis institutes and programs sprouted up, and demonstrations at universities and police departments became more common. For example, in 1960 a visiting lecturer at Case Western's Law-Medicine Center subjected an audience of patrolmen to an experiment in forensic hypnosis. The experiment followed a long tradition, dating back to the late nineteenth century, of demonstrating problems of eyewitness memory using a theatrical trick. A local psychotherapist and forensic hypnotist visited the class to give a lecture. In the back of the room sat two stenographers and the county coroner. In the middle of the lecture a commotion occurred in the back of the room: the stenographers were fighting. One exclaimed, “Stay out of my purse!” They struggled, and one of the women swung at the other, who doubled over and collapsed on the sofa. The first one shouted, “What have I done?” and ran from the room. The lecturer calmed the excited audience by explaining that the crime had been staged as a test of their memory. Everything the stenographers had said and done had followed a carefully prepared script.

How much could the patrolmen remember? They were asked to write down everything they could recall. They were then placed in a light hypnotic trance and interviewed. After being awakened, they were asked to write another report of what they could remember. The first reports were sketchy, with few details, and seemed to conflict with one another. During and after the hypnosis, however, the officers produced more specifics. For instance, Patrolman Anthony R. Lutz initially reported that the crime was carried out using an “unknown instrument.” After hypnosis, he stated that the instrument was

rounded on the end and circular throughout, because the cap which fits over the end of the wooden handle appeared to be round. I did not see the blade, but I caught a reflection of the light, which leads me to believe that it was either highly polished, or plated . . . about seven inches in overall length.

A consultant for the Department of Defense then explained that hypnosis achieved an extreme version of the intense, intimate bond with interlocutors that police routinely sought in any interview, and that police should see it as a natural extension of investigative practices.50

In 1968, after some years of this kind of exposure, hypnosis finally achieved a degree of formal legal recognition, thanks to a Maryland rape case. The victim, who had been left for dead by the side of the road, could remember nothing. With the help of a forensic hypnotist called in by police, she produced a complete narrative of
the rape. The judge admitted her statement, ruling that forensic hypnosis was established as a scientific technique—but he also indicated that juries should give less weight to testimony about hypnotically refreshed memories, because “fancy may be mingled with fact.” The defendant was then convicted almost entirely on the basis of the refreshed-memory testimony. The trial was important for setting a legal precedent, but it was only one of a number of well-publicized forensic hypnosis cases at this time. Perhaps the most sensational was that which took place after the assassination of Robert Kennedy. A hypnotic interview of Sirhan Sirhan by forensic psychiatrist Bernard Diamond led directly to claims by Diamond and other psychiatrists (including Herbert Spiegel and Bryan) that Sirhan was a “Manchurian candidate” acting in a hypnotic state.

The Harding decision in Maryland threw open the courtroom doors to forensic hypnosis, and it became one of the great technological hopes of American police departments and prosecutors, particularly in California. Thousands of police were trained in the practice. A flood of new cases followed in the 1970s. Although only a fraction of these involved direct courtroom testimony about refreshed memories, the techniques were nevertheless becoming part of standard police and jurisprudential culture. Police psychologists proclaimed that hypnosis was set to transform the future of witness testimony itself.

Conclusion
In the early and mid-1970s, forensic hypnosis seemed to be on a trajectory to revolutionize both police work and psychotherapy. The history of psychoanalytic psychotherapy is characterized by a long-running tension between seeing memories as constructed and seeing them as uncovered, and between the goal of exploring memories that had (only) a personal or narrative truth value for patients and the goal of discovering truths about a patient’s past. The latter goal was now emphasized and validated by forensic hypnosis, which offered psychotherapists evidence that exhumed memories were “true” in a historical sense, not only in their client’s personal experience in the present. Forensic hypnosis also offered a powerful popular convention for understanding the mind in the waning years of the Cold War.
Yet in the late 1970s the grandest claims for forensic hypnosis came to be replaced by a fundamentally different set of arguments about mind and memory. The new field of cognitive psychology brought with it a strongly “reconstructive” view of memory. According to this view, memories change dramatically over time, depending on the new contexts in which they are remembered. Cognitive and social psychologists carried out experiments not only on the mutability of memories in general but also on the ability of hypnotic techniques in particular to alter and even to fabricate them. This work led to a showdown between the forensic hypnosis practitioners and the skeptical cognitive psychologists in a series of legal battles fought in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The forensic hypnotists emerged the losers. 55

A detailed account of this confrontation is a subject for a different paper, but the clash exploited—and to a certain extent recapitulated—problems fundamental to the history of forensic hypnosis itself. Contests over the relationship between trance, automatism, and confessional states have been continuously waged for many years. What marked the postwar decades that have been the focus of this paper was the coalescence of two conventions about the mind that might at first seem fundamentally at odds with each other. One revised and brought together ideas of suggestion and automatism to portray individual identity, or at least agency, as fundamentally malleable. The other invoked the enduring integrity of an individual’s mind and memory. This integrity could be confirmed and reinforced by hypnotic techniques. To the most enthusiastic advocates, like Bryan, hypnotic techniques were to become the guardians of personal identity and individuality—and therefore of the American political order itself.

These two accounts seem incompatible because one assumes malleability and the other permanence. The practice that required their reconciliation may seem even more conflicted. Forensic hypnosis claimed to show individual memory and identity as reassuringly stable—and in that sense inviolable—but did so by using techniques infused with authoritarian associations. A forceful “operator” seemed to promise omnipotent access to every private moment in a witness’s past. This practical (and public) ambivalence was what required the embrace and reconciliation of mutually destabilizing accounts of memory and identity.

Most of the people involved in the kind of work described here would have seen an opportunity in this, not a debilitating conflict of principle. The possibility of mind control was to them a real and present danger, but it was one that could be overcome because of the core stability of an individual’s sense of self, which was built into the brain in the neuronal record of life experience. The opportunity arose
because individuals could apparently lose access to this fundamental core. They then became vulnerable to pathological states or corrupting influences, whether directed at them deliberately or by chance. The role of forensic hypnotists was to restore this lost access. They therefore confirmed the true nature, history, and character of an individual and made him or her less vulnerable to being preyed upon by corrupting influences. Thus, Bryan, Arons, and others could see themselves as contributing both to an understanding of how the mind could be controlled and to an account of how memory-refreshing practices could confirm its essential resilience. This suggests we need a more complex, multivalent, and more culturally far-reaching appreciation of what “mind control” could mean in the Cold War than is current among today’s historians. In the practical context of these techniques and their legal applications, the principle of the malleable self was—for a while—deployed to complement and even confirm the idea of the essential reliability of permanent memory and therefore the integrity of the self. In the white, middle-class United States of the 1950s and early 1960s, few tasks were more important than that.
Notes
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